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Older O2 business tariffs
Older O2 business tariffs for one person

1. My Business Text
This tariff includes:

• 500 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network 

• Unlimited inclusive text messages 

Monthly Cost

£30 

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

2. Small Business Regular User 
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends 

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most 

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to 

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users 

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month 

This tariff includes:

• 300 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network 

• 50 inclusive text messages 

Monthly Cost

£28

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

3. Small Business Frequent User 
Free 

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to 

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users 

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month 

This tariff includes:

• 500 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network 

• 50 inclusive text messages 

Monthly Cost

£35

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

4. Medium Business Regular User 
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends 

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most 

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to 

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users 

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

This tariff includes:

• 750 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network 

• 50 inclusive text messages 

Monthly Cost

£50

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

5. Business Super User
Free

As an O2 business Super User you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited calls to standard UK mobiles and landlines

• Unlimited text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose the 
numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

• 1000 inclusive minutes from the UK to Europe (and it 
costs just 8p per minute after that)

You also get discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service.

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

Business Super User is available on 12, 24 and 36 
month contracts.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

• iPhone Bolt On

6. Business Certainty – Mobiles

By eliminating unexpected costs and ensuring great 
value, the new O2 Business Certainty tariff will help you 
control your company’s mobile expenditure.

It’s a simple, easy-to-understand tariff which works on 
an individual basis, giving you more up-front control 
over the usage of each phone. This means you can 
concentrate on growing your business not watching your 
phone bills.

Now that’s real peace of mind.

Not only does the tariff come with lots of inclusive 
minutes and texts, but it also includes certain calls on 
an unlimited basis, as well as built-in use of POP3 email. 
This means you can talk to your colleagues or customers, 
phone the office, text or email as much as you like – 
without worrying about the cost.

O2 Business Certainty also enables you to control extra 
chargeable services on a mobile by mobile basis, such 
as restricting calls to Premium rate or overseas numbers 
or barring the use of the phone when abroad. In a busy 
working life, it’s one less thing to worry about.

Free

For being an O2 Business Certainty customer, you get all 
this included in your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited calls to O2 mobiles

• Unlimited text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited calls to UK landlines

• 100 inclusive minutes for calls to other networks

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail so you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

• International Traveller service – discounts on 
international calling

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£120.00 with  
a phone

£96.00 with  
a phone

£90.00 with  
a phone

£110.00 SIM Only £81.00 SIM Only £75.00 SIM Only
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Monthly Cost

Add Extras

You can add up to 10 extras including minutes, 
messages, email, roaming and international calling and 
iPhone Bolt On.

7. Business Certainty – iPhone

By eliminating unexpected costs and ensuring great 
value, the new O2 Business Certainty tariff will help you 
control your company’s mobile expenditure.

It’s a simple, easy-to-understand tariff which works on 
an individual basis, giving you more up-front control 
over the usage of each phone. This means you can 
concentrate on growing your business not watching your 
phone bills.

Now that’s real peace of mind.

Not only does the tariff come with lots of inclusive 
minutes and texts, but it also includes certain calls on 
an unlimited basis, as well as built-in use of POP3 email. 
This means you can talk to your colleagues or customers, 
phone the office, text or email as much as you like – 
without worrying about the cost.

O2 Business Certainty also enables you to control extra 
chargeable services on a mobile by mobile basis, such 
as restricting calls to Premium rate or overseas numbers 
or barring the use of the phone when abroad. In a busy 
working life, it’s one less thing to worry about.

Free

For being an O2 Business Certainty customer, you get all 
this included in your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited calls to O2 mobiles

• Unlimited text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited calls to UK landlines

• 100 inclusive minutes for calls to other networks

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail so you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

• International Traveller service – discounts on 
international calling

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

Add Extras

You can add up to 10 extras including minutes, 
messages, email, roaming and international calling.

*£88.51 a month if you have fewer than five mobiles.  
All prices exclude VAT.

Subject to availability, status, credit check and 24 month 
or longer minimum term. Data usage while roaming not 
included. UK calls and texts to standard UK mobiles/
landlines only. All voice subscription SIM cards on all 
business accounts must subscribe to this offer. Offer ends 
30/04/09. Excessive usage policy and terms apply, see 
o2.co.uk.

8. Business Certainty – BlackBerry®

By eliminating unexpected costs and ensuring great 
value, the new O2 Business Certainty tariff will help you 
control your company’s mobile expenditure.

It’s a simple, easy-to-understand tariff which works on 
an individual basis, giving you more up-front control 
over the usage of each phone. This means you can 
concentrate on growing your business not watching your 
phone bills.

Now that’s real peace of mind.

Not only does the tariff come with lots of inclusive 
minutes and texts, but it also includes certain calls on 
an unlimited basis, as well as built-in use of POP3 email. 
This means you can talk to your colleagues or customers, 
phone the office, text or email as much as you like – 
without worrying about the cost.

O2 Business Certainty also enables you to control extra 
chargeable services on a mobile by mobile basis, such 
as restricting calls to Premium rate or overseas numbers 
or barring the use of the phone when abroad. In a busy 
working life, it’s one less thing to worry about.

Free

For being an O2 Business Certainty customer, you get all 
this included in your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited calls to O2 mobiles

• Unlimited text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited calls to UK landlines

• 100 inclusive minutes for calls to other networks

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail so you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

• International Traveller service – discounts on 
international calling

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

Add Extras

You can add up to 10 extras including minutes, 
messages, email, roaming and international calling.

 *£88.51 a month if you have fewer than five mobiles. All 
prices exclude VAT.

Subject to availability, status, credit check and 24 month 
or longer minimum term. Data usage while roaming not 
included. UK calls and texts to standard UK mobiles/
landlines only. All voice subscription SIM cards on all 
business accounts must subscribe to this offer. Offer ends 
30/04/09. Excessive usage policy and terms apply, see 
o2.co.uk.

9. BlackBerry® Business Super User
Free

As a Business Super User you get all this included in your 
tariff – on us:

• Unlimited calls to standard UK mobiles and landlines

• Unlimited text messages 

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
your messages as often as you need to

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

• 1000 inclusive minutes from the UK to Europe (and it 
costs just 8p per minute after that)

You also get discounts on calls to other international 
destinations with our International Traveller service.

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost 

Business Super User is available on 12, 24 and 36 
month contracts.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Pay As You Use BlackBerry Tariff

O2 Pay As You Use is available on our business mobile 
phone tariffs. There’s no line rental charge – you just pay 
for the amount of data that travels over the network, as 
you use it. These BlackBerry data services are charged at 
£2.30 per MB.

10. BlackBerry® Medium Business 
Frequent User
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 8p  
per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 1200 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 500 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

24 Months

£80 with a phone

£60 SIM Only 12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£120.00 with  
a phone

£96.00 with  
a phone

£90.00 with  
a phone

£110.00 SIM Only £81.00 SIM Only £75.00 SIM Only

24 Months

£88.51*

24 Months

£88.51*

Older O2 business tariffs
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Monthly Cost

Small Business Frequent User is available on 12, 24 and 
36 month contracts.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

Pay As You Use BlackBerry Tariff

O2 Pay As You Use is available on our business mobile 
phone tariffs. There’s no line rental charge – you just pay 
for the amount of data that travels over the network, as 
you use it. These BlackBerry data services are charged at 
£2.30 per MB.

11. BlackBerry® Medium 
Business Regular User
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

 

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 8p  
per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 950 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 500 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost 

Medium Business Regular User is available on 12, 24 and 
36 month contracts.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

• Pay As You Use BlackBerry Tariff

O2 Pay As You Use is available on our business mobile 
phone tariffs. There’s no line rental charge – you just pay 
for the amount of data that travels over the network, as 
you use it. These BlackBerry data services are charged at 
£2.30 per MB.

12. BlackBerry® Small Business 
Frequent User
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us: 

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 700 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 500 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost 

Small Business Frequent User is available on 12, 24 and 
36 month contracts.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling 
 

Pay As You Use BlackBerry Tariff

O2 Pay As You Use is available on our business mobile 
phone tariffs. There’s no line rental charge – you just pay 
for the amount of data that travels over the network, as 
you use it. These BlackBerry data services are charged at 
£2.30 per MB.

13. BlackBerry® Small Business 
Regular User
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 300 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 50 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

Small Business Regular User is available on 12, 24 and 36 
month contracts.

12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£63.51 with a 
phone

£52.51 with a 
phone

£49.76 with a 
phone

£23.51 each 
sharer

£20.51 each 
sharer

£19.76 each 
sharer

£48.51 SIM Only £37.51 SIM Only £34.76 SIM Only

£16.51 each 
sharer

£14.91 each 
sharer

£14.51 each 
sharer

12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£58.51 with a 
phone

£48.51 with a 
phone

£46.01 with a 
phone

£23.51 each 
sharer

£20.51 each 
sharer

£19.76 each 
sharer

£43.51 SIM Only £33.51 SIM Only £31.01 SIM Only

£16.51 each 
sharer

£14.91 each 
sharer

£14.51 each 
sharer

12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£43.51 with a 
phone

£36.51 with a 
phone

£34.76 with a 
phone

£23.51 each 
sharer

£20.51 each 
sharer

£19.76 each 
sharer

£33.51 SIM Only £26.51 SIM Only £24.51 SIM Only

£16.51 each 
sharer

£14.91 each 
sharer

£14.51 each 
sharer

Older O2 business tariffs

12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£35.51 with a 
phone

£30.91 with a 
phone

£29.51 with a 
phone

£23.51 each 
sharer

£20.51 each 
sharer

£19.76 each 
sharer

£26.51 SIM Only £20.91 SIM Only £19.51 SIM Only

£16.51 each 
sharer

£14.91 each 
sharer

£14.51 each 
sharer
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Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

Pay As You Use BlackBerry Tariff

O2 Pay As You Use is available on our business mobile 
phone tariffs. There’s no line rental charge – you just pay 
for the amount of data that travels over the network, as 
you use it. These BlackBerry data services are charged at 
£2.30 per MB.

14. Business Certainty – 
Simplicity

By eliminating unexpected costs and ensuring great 
value, the new O2 Business Certainty tariff will help you 
control your company’s mobile expenditure.

It’s a simple, easy-to-understand tariff which works on 
an individual basis, giving you more up-front control 
over the usage of each phone. This means you can 
concentrate on growing your business not watching your 
phone bills.

Now that’s real peace of mind.

Not only does the tariff come with lots of inclusive 
minutes and texts, but it also includes certain calls on 
an unlimited basis, as well as built-in use of POP3 email. 
This means you can talk to your colleagues or customers, 
phone the office, text or email as much as you like – 
without worrying about the cost.

O2 Business Certainty also enables you to control extra 
chargeable services on a mobile by mobile basis, such 
as restricting calls to Premium rate or overseas numbers 
or barring the use of the phone when abroad. In a busy 
working life, it’s one less thing to worry about.

Free

For being an O2 Business Certainty customer, you get all 
this included in your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited calls to O2 mobiles

• Unlimited text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited calls to UK landlines

• 100 inclusive minutes for calls to other networks

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail so you can listen to 

messages as often as you need to

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

• International Traveller service – discounts on 
international calling

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

Add Extras

You can add up to 10 extras including minutes, 
messages, email, roaming and international calling.

*£60 a month if you have fewer than five mobiles (SIM 
only). All prices exclude VAT.

15. Business Certainty – Xda

By eliminating unexpected costs and ensuring great 
value, the new O2 Business Certainty tariff will help you 
control your company’s mobile expenditure.

It’s a simple, easy-to-understand tariff which works on 
an individual basis, giving you more up-front control 
over the usage of each phone. This means you can 
concentrate on growing your business not watching your 
phone bills.

Now that’s real peace of mind.

Not only does the tariff come with lots of inclusive 
minutes and texts, but it also includes certain calls on 
an unlimited basis, as well as built-in use of POP3 email. 
This means you can talk to your colleagues or customers, 
phone the office, text or email as much as you like – 
without worrying about the cost.

O2 Business Certainty also enables you to control extra 
chargeable services on a mobile by mobile basis, such 
as restricting calls to Premium rate or overseas numbers 
or barring the use of the phone when abroad. In a busy 
working life, it’s one less thing to worry about.

Free

For being an O2 Business Certainty customer, you get all 
this included in your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited calls to O2 mobiles

• Unlimited text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited calls to UK landlines

• 100 inclusive minutes for calls to other networks

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail so you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

• International Traveller service – discounts on 
international calling

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

Add Extras

You can add up to 10 extras including minutes, 
messages, email, roaming and international calling.

16. iPhone Business Super User

The iPhone Business Super User tariff gives you unlimited 
data browsing, email and visual voicemail. It also offers 
unlimited access to thousands of Wi–Fi hotspots through 
BT Openzone.

Free

As an iPhone Business Super User you get all this included 
in your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited calls to standard UK mobiles and landlines

• Unlimited text messages 

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your visual voicemail. So you can 
check your messages as often as you need to

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

• 1000 inclusive minutes from the UK to Europe (and it 
costs just 8p per minute after that)

You also get discounts on calls to other international 
destinations with our International Traveller service.

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

iPhone Business Super User is available on 24 and 36 
month contracts.

Using your iPhone abroad

Downloading 1MB of data in an EU country will cost you 
£3. Downloading the same amount of data in a non EU 
country will cost £6.

If you regularly use your iPhone 3G abroad for surfing 
the internet and checking emails, you might want to add 
one of our money-saving Data Abroad Bolt Ons.

Useful Help

Get a breakdown of all the charges and costs of our tariffs.

17. iPhone Medium Business 
Frequent User

The iPhone Medium Business Frequent User tariff gives 
you unlimited data browsing, email and visual voicemail. 
It also offers unlimited access to thousands of Wi–Fi 
hotspots through BT Openzone.

Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your visual voicemail. So you can 
check your messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 8p  
per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service.

This tariff includes:

• 1200 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 500 inclusive text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access, including Wi–Fi

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

24 Months 36 Months

£96.00 £90.00

24 Months

£86.3830–day rolling contract

£60 SIM Only*

Older O2 business tariffs
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Monthly Cost

iPhone Medium Business Frequent User is available on 
24 and 36 month contracts.

Using your iPhone abroad

Downloading 1MB of data in an EU country will cost you 
£3. Downloading the same amount for data in a non EU 
country will cost £6.

If you regularly use your iPhone 3G abroad for surfing the 
internet and checking emails, you might want to add one 
of our money-saving Data Abroad Bolt Ons.

Useful Help

Get a breakdown of all the charges and costs of our tariffs.

18. iPhone Medium Business 
Regular User

The iPhone Medium Business Regular User tariff gives 
you unlimited data browsing, email and visual voicemail. 
It also offers unlimited access to thousands of Wi–Fi 
hotspots through BT Openzone.

Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your visual voicemail. So you can 
check your messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 950 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 500 inclusive text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access, including Wi–Fi

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

iPhone Medium Business Regular User is available on 
24 and 36 month contracts.

Using your iPhone abroad

Downloading 1MB of data in an EU country will cost you 
£3. Downloading the same amount of data in a non EU 
country will cost £6.

If you regularly use your iPhone 3G abroad for surfing 
the internet and checking emails, you might want to add 
one of our money-saving Data Abroad Bolt Ons.

Useful Help

Get a breakdown of all the charges and costs of our tariffs.

19. iPhone Small Business 
Frequent User

The iPhone Small Business Frequent User tariff gives you 
unlimited data browsing, email and visual voicemail. 
It also offers unlimited access to thousands of Wi–Fi 
hotspots through BT Openzone.

Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your visual voicemail. So you can 
check your messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 8p  
per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 700 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 450 inclusive text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access, including Wi–Fi

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

iPhone Small Business Frequent User is available on 
24 and 36 month contracts.

Using your iPhone abroad

Downloading 1MB of data in an EU country will cost you 
£3. Downloading the same amount of data in a non EU 
country will cost £6.

If you regularly use your iPhone 3G abroad for surfing the 
internet and checking emails, you might want to add one 
of our money-saving Data Abroad Bolt Ons.

Useful Help

Get a breakdown of all the charges and costs of our tariffs.

20. iPhone Small Business 
Regular User

The iPhone Small Business Regular User tariff gives you 
unlimited data browsing, email and visual voicemail, as 
well as unlimited access to thousands of Wi–Fi hotspots 
through BT Openzone.

Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your visual voicemail. So you can 
check your messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 300 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 50 inclusive text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access, including Wi–Fi

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

iPhone Small Business Regular User is available on 24 and 
36 month contracts.

Using your iPhone abroad

Downloading 1MB of data in an EU country will cost you 
£3. Downloading the same amount of data in a non EU 
country will cost £6.

If you regularly use your iPhone 3G abroad for surfing 
the internet and checking emails, you might want to add 
one of our money-saving Data Abroad Bolt Ons.

Useful Help

Get a breakdown of all the charges and costs of our tariffs.

21. Medium Business  
Frequent User
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

24 Months 36 Months

£48.51 £46.01

£20.51 each 
sharer

£19.76 each 
sharer

24 Months 36 Months

£36.51 £34.76

£20.51 each 
sharer

£19.76 each 
sharer

Older O2 business tariffs

24 Months 36 Months

£30.91 £29.51

£20.51 each 
sharer

£19.76 each 
sharer

24 Months 36 Months

£52.51 £49.76

£20.51 each 
sharer

£19.76 each 
sharer
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You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 1000 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 100 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

Medium Business Frequent User is available on 12, 24 
and 36 month contracts.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

• iPhone Bolt On

22. Medium Frequent User with 
O2’s Web Bolt On
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
your messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 8p  
per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 1200 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 500 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

Medium Business Frequent User with O2’s Web Bolt On is 
available on 12, 24 and 36 month contracts.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

• iPhone Bolt On

23. Medium Regular User with 
O2’s Web Bolt On
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
your messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 8p  
per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 950 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 500 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

Medium Business Regular User with O2’s Web Bolt On is 
available on 12, 24 and 36 month contracts.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

• iPhone Bolt On

24. My Business BlackBerry® 500
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 500 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 100 inclusive text messages

• Unlimited emails on BlackBerry internet 

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

My Business BlackBerry 500 is available on an  
18 month contract.

£30.00 for 500 inclusive minutes

£20 each sharer (maximum two sharers)

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• BlackBerry Roaming

• Data Abroad 10, 20 or 50

25. My Business BlackBerry® 700
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for 
one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just  
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£55.00 with a 
phone

£44.00 with a 
phone

£41.25 with a 
phone

£15.00 each 
sharer

£12.00 each 
sharer

£11.25 each 
sharer

£40.00 SIM Only £32.00 SIM Only £30.00 SIM Only

£8.00 each 
sharer

£6.40 each 
sharer

£6.00 each 
sharer

12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£61.38 with a 
phone

£50.38 with a 
phone

£47.63 with a 
phone

£21.38 each 
sharer

£18.38 each 
sharer

£17.63 each 
sharer

£46.38 SIM Only £35.38 SIM Only £32.63 SIM Only

£14.38 each 
sharer

£12.78 each 
sharer

£12.38 each 
sharer

12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£56.38 with a 
phone

£46.38 with a 
phone

£43.88 with a 
phone

£21.38 each 
sharer

£18.38 each 
sharer

£17.63 each 
sharer

£41.38 SIM Only £31.38 SIM Only £28.88 SIM Only

£14.38 each 
sharer

£12.78 each 
sharer

£12.38 each 
sharer

Older O2 business tariffs
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This tariff includes:

• 700 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 100 inclusive text messages

• Unlimited emails on BlackBerry internet 

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

My Business BlackBerry 700 is available on an 
18 month contract.

£37.50 for 500 inclusive minutes

£20.00 each sharer (maximum two sharers)

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• BlackBerry Roaming

• Data Abroad 10, 20 or 50

26. My Business Web and Mail 
500
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
your messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 500 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 100 inclusive text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access (except  
on BlackBerry)

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

My Business Web and Mail 500 is available on an 
18 month contract.

£30.00 per month

£20 each sharer

You can have up to two sharers on My Business Web and 
Mail 500, and sharers don’t have to have the same My 
Business Tariff on their phone.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• BlackBerry Roaming

• Data Abroad 10, 20 or 50

27. My Business Web 
and Mail 700
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
your messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 700 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 100 inclusive text messages

• Unlimited email and internet access (except  
on BlackBerry)

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

My Business Web and Mail 700 is available on an 
18 month contract.

£35.00 per month

£20.00 each sharer

You can have up to two sharers on My Business Web and 
Mail 700, and sharers don’t have to have the same My 
Business Tariff on their phone. 

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• BlackBerry Roaming

• Data Abroad 10, 20 or 50

28. Simplicity Medium Business 
Frequent User
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 8p  
per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 1200 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 500 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost 

Medium Business Frequent User is available on a rolling 
30 day contract. It costs £40 a month, and £8 a month 
for each sharer.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

• iPhone Bolt On

29. Simplicity Medium Business 
Regular User
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 950 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 500 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost

Medium Business Regular User is available on a rolling 30 
day contract. It costs just £35 a month, and £8 a month 
for each sharer.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Older O2 business tariffs
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Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

• iPhone Bolt On

30. Simplicity Small Business 
Regular User
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 
8p per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 500 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 1050 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost 

Small Business Regular User is available on a rolling 30 
day contract. It costs just £20 a month, and £8 a month 
for each sharer.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

• iPhone Bolt On

31. Small Business Frequent 
User with O2’s Web Bolt On
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
your messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 8p  
per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 500 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 50 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your 
inclusive minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost 

Small Business Regular User with O2’s Web Bolt On is 
available on 12, 24 and 36 month contracts.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

• iPhone Bolt On

32. Small Business Regular User 
with O2’s Web Bolt On
Free

As an O2 business customer you get all this included in 
your tariff – on us:

• Unlimited email and internet access

• Unlimited free calls to other O2 mobiles, whether 
they’re colleagues, family or friends

• Unlimited calls to 10 UK landline numbers. Choose 
the numbers you call the most

• Unlimited calls to your voicemail. So you can listen to 
your messages as often as you need to

• Inclusive minutes and texts that you can share with 
other users

• Unused minutes and texts that roll over for one month

You also get:

• A flat call rate from the UK to Europe of just 8p  
per minute

• Discounts on international calling, with our 
International Traveller service

This tariff includes:

• 300 inclusive minutes to standard UK landlines and 
mobiles on any network

• 50 inclusive text messages

For more information on charges outside of your inclusive 
minutes, see our tariff charges.

Monthly Cost 

Small Business Regular User with O2’s Web Bolt On is 
available on 12, 24 and 36 month contracts.

Add Extras

Once you’ve chosen your tariff, you might want to add 
some extra services.

Bolt Ons available on this tariff:

• Extra minutes

• More messages

• More emails

• Roaming and international calling

• iPhone Bolt On

12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£41.38 with a 
phone

£34.38 with a 
phone

£32.63 with a 
phone

£21.38 each 
sharer

£18.38 each 
sharer

£17.63 each 
sharer

£31.38 SIM Only £26.38 SIM Only £25.13 SIM Only

£14.38 each 
sharer

£12.78 each 
sharer

£12.38 each 
sharer

12 Months 24 Months 36 Months

£34.38 with a 
phone

£28.78 with a 
phone

£27.38 with a 
phone

£21.38 each 
sharer

£18.38 each 
sharer

£17.63 each 
sharer

£24.38 SIM Only £20.78 SIM Only £19.88 SIM Only

£14.38 each 
sharer

£12.78 each 
sharer

£12.38 each 
sharer

Older O2 business tariffs


